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The best way to enjoy analogue streetphotography and to 
find your way in the city. All photographs are located on 
the map behind the fanzine, it’s easy and you can keep it 
in your pocket !
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About the artist
---

Grégoire Huret is a self-taught photographer 
passionate about street photography and 
35mm cameras. 

Through his photographs, he’s taking a sin-
cere look at the life that surrounds him by 
capturing on film, spontaneous situations.

Without manipulating the reality, his photo-
graphs shows lonely characters in graphic de-
cors where contrast and grain strengthening 
his quest for authenticity.
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FEEL FREE TO PHOTOCO-
PY THIS ZINE AND DIS-
TRIBUTE IT YOURSELF ! 

8.   Mucem
       Marseille

«This day was a nightmare, I 
could not take a picture. I was 
convinced that they would all 
be fucked ... except that one»

6.   Winter
       Tourrettes-sur-Loup

«I took so many photos in 
summer in Tourrettes-sur-
Loup, but the most beautiful 
are in winter»

5.   Crashed Plane
Tourrettes-sur-Loup

«I absolutely wanted to see 
this crashed plane but nobody 
knew where it was. We walked 
2 hours to finally find it. »

1.    Le Plongeoir
Nice

«Now it’s a restaurant ... it’s a 
pity, where will young people 
go to show their courage?»

4.   Niçoise
       Nice

«No tourists allowed here»

7.   Palm tree
       San Remo

«Looking for the light through 
the palm leaves»

3.   Flying dead horse
Saint-Paul-de-Vence

«Impossible to describe this 
unreal scene ... a dead horse 
hanging from an helicopter 
flying in the sky»

2.   Aurore
Cap d’Ail

«That look means the world 
to me»


